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THE SEARCH FOR
THE NATION’S BEST PRANKSTER

NEW FORMATS
FACTUAL

SINS OF THE FATHER
The untold story behind the crime

They committed the most brutal crimes that shocked the world… They were caught
and sentenced to life behind bars, and left their victims and their victims’ families
with scars that would never heal. But they left other victims behind too – Their very
own families whose lives were ruined.
In each episode of this powerful and dramatic format, we meet the unknown
victims of notorious criminals – their very own children. We follow their emotional
story, as they try to deal with the burden they've been carrying and gather the
courage to confront their parents - sometimes for the ﬁrst time.
Will they ﬁnd the strength to reveal how just much they have been damaged? How
will the father react? And will they ever be able to lead normal lives?

WHILE YOU WERE GETTING MARRIED

GAMESHOW

A surprise game show shot during a wedding

While You Were Getting Married is a huge, unpredictable gameshow at an actual
wedding, where the guests compete to win prizes for the unsuspecting bride and
groom. Think of the biggest surprise party in the world, but it takes place on the
most important day of your life.
Our comedic host surprises the wedding party, and challenges the guests,
individually and in teams, to compete in a range of hilarious challenges and
games, to win the ultimate wedding list for the happy couple, who have no idea
this is happening at their own wedding. As the prizes get bigger, the challenges
get funnier.
The show climaxes with the big reveal to the bride and groom - will they win the
wedding list of dreams?

LIFE ON DUTY

OBSERVATIONAL FACT.ENT.

They save people's lives – can they manage their own?

In Life On Duty we follow the fascinating stories of several characters from three
emergency public services. We do that by focusing not only on their action packed
professional routine as seen in other 911 shows, but also on their private lives and
the personal price they have to pay for their demanding careers. The production
follows these people almost 24/7 for months in order to reveal the human beings
inside the uniforms.
This returnable prime time observational documentary format, structured very
much as a drama series is a new concept in documentary storytelling.

BREAKING THE DRESS CODE

FACTUAL

The show that DOES judge a book by its cover

In this format 3 creative and intuitive fashion stylists who believe that clothes are
not just pretty or fashionable but also a reﬂection of our inner selves, compete to
ﬁnd the one perfect outﬁt for a well known personality.
Once the identity of the famous guest is revealed to the stylists, they will go on a
3-hour race to ﬁnd one outﬁt that gives the most accurate statement about the
inner self of the personality.
Our famous guest will then try the 3 outﬁts on and will have to choose the one
he/she likes the most - and thus crown the winning stylist.

2017
PRANK STAR

ENTERTAINMENT

The search for the nation’s best prankster

Prank Star is a big primetime, studio entertainment show, searching for the nation’s best
prankster. Nationwide auditions ﬁnd the country’s funniest people who think they have what it
takes to be the nation’s Prank Star. The best contestants go through to the studio shows, where
each week is themed, and they are challenged by the producers to prank the public, their family
and friends, improvise or create a comedy character, which they must pull off, to wow our judges –
a panel of experts in studio.
The best pranksters go through to the Grande Finale, where they try to pull off the most daring
prank on the biggest scale they have ever attempted. Prank Star is the new prime time
entertainment show that brings the hidden camera genre bang up to date.

PREGNANT AND PLATONIC
The new modern family

FACTUAL

Pregnant & Platonic is an ambitious and insightful format, which shines a light on a new kind of
family emerging in many countries. The new modern family is a co-parenting family - men and
women who have decided that they don’t need a romantic relationship to start a family
together. Hopeful co-parents are guided through the process by our experts, who have strong
backgrounds in co-parenting, ethics, psychology and the law, and are introduced to three
potential parenting partners, each of whom they believe they could form a strong partnership
with. We follow each couple over a year as they attempt to become a family.
There will be many tests and challenges along the way but will they be able to turn their dream
of becoming parents into reality? Each story will hopefully climax with a baby being born…

CAPTURING THE MOMENT

FACTUAL

Reliving precious moments

Capturing the Moment is an emotional format that sees individuals reveal their personal
experiences and learnings around universally complex issues such as love, politics, careers and
family. Each episode features inspiring personal stories captured in a precious photo, alongside
elements of social history and archive footage, and culminates in the recreation of this photo with
the contributor, by a top photographer, years after the original was taken.
Capturing the Moment a feel-good, uplifting format, that allows viewers, as well as the contributors,
to relive precious moments and reﬂect on the universal themes of life.

ARE YOU FOR REAL?

GAMESHOW

Can we identify people?

2 contestants embark on a tour of 3 ﬂats. In each of the ﬂats they encounter a different couple of
tenants. One of the couples they will encounter will pose under a fake identity. Will the contestants
succeed in revealing the fake couple? If they succeed, they will win $10,000. If our pretenders will
go undetected, thus succeeding in tricking the contestants, it is they who will win $10,000.
Aside of being a fun game-show, the format tests how far do our prejudices come into play when
we meet other people.

STREET JURY
All Rise! Street Jury is now in Session!

FACTUAL

Street Jury is a fun, feel good format, where real people solve real but simple and lighthearted
conﬂicts, by taking their case to the street – to judges and jury of their peers. Each episode features
a couple with adispute. 25 randomly picked passers by are given a chance to review the dispute and
give their judgment. The participants agree that the majority verdict is ﬁnal and binding!

Format co created with Studio Glam.

THE NEW
MODERN FAMILY

